
NANDHU SATHISH
So�ware Engineer - Kochi , Kerala

LinkedIn | +91 9961147382 | writetonandhusathish@gmail.com | GitHub

Skills ____________________________________________________________________________________________

• React JS | NextJs | Angular | Redux | Zustand | JavaScript | TypeScript | HTML5 | CSS | Tailwind CSS
• Node | Express | MYSQL | NoSQL | Java | Spring boot | Socket.io
• Git | CI/CD | Vitest| Jest | Unit Testing | OOP | Frontend | Backend | Full-Stack

Experience _______________________________________________________________________________________

Software Engineer Innovaturelabs Kochi, Kerala, India 10/2022 - Present

• Championed the front-end development initiative as the lead developer for the client project. leveraging technologies such as React JS,
Material-UI (MUI), and Zustand for efficient state management.
• Integrated detailed graphical representations using Apex Chart, enhancing data visualization for effective decision-making.
• Played a substantial role in advancing the front-end development of an e-commerce project within a dedicated development team.
• Applied cutting-edge technologies such as React.Js, Tailwind CSS, and Redux toolkit to create a dynamic and user-friendly e-commerce
platform.
• Continuous Integration/Deployment Pipeline Integration, pull requests, code reviews, unit/integration/e2e testing

Associate Software Engineer Techsmith Softwares Kochi, Kerala, India 05/2022 - 10/2022

• Contributed as a Front-End Developer in React JS for a Point of Sale software, collaborating with senior engineers in a GitLab-based
environment. Engaged in code reviews, implemented SonarQube quality checks, and actively participated in the CI/CD workflow, ensuring
seamless deployment processes.

Education ________________________________________________________________________________________

Master of computer application Mahatma Gandhi University Kottayam, Kerala, India October 2022

• CGPA : 7.9

Bachelor of computer application Mahatma Gandhi University Kottayam, Kerala, India March 2019

• CGPA : 7.0

Projects __________________________________________________________________________________________

• Rent-X: An E-Commerce project utilizing Angular and Java technologies, providing users with an efficient platform for seamless product
renting experiences. code

• FootBID: A real-time player bidding system for a local football tournament. Utilized Node.js, React JS, and Socket.io to create a dynamic
platform enabling instantaneous bidding interactions. code

Certificates ___________________________________________________________________________________________

• Docker for the Absolute Beginner - Hands On - DevOps (12/2023) link
• Complete Javascript development Bootcamp with projects (12/2021) link

http://www.linkedin.com/in/nandhu-sathish
https://github.com/NandhuSathish
https://github.com/NandhuSathish/rentX
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-757bbd3a-4f97-41ca-a619-f741d08d8e83/
https://www.udemy.com/certificate/UC-7ab89f20-eab4-4ba6-99be-a1a1ace60f2b/

